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UNIT - I

(a) Explain the term 'optimization'. Discuss briefly the applicationi ofoptimization
techniques in engineering field.

8

(b) A carpenter has 90, 80 and 50 running feet respectively of teak, pllu,ood
and rosewood. Product A requires 2, 1 and, I running feet of take, plyrood
and rosewood respectively. Product B requires l, 2 and I running feet of
teek, pllrood ard rosewood respectively. lf A would sell for Rs. 48 and
B would sell for Rs. 40 per unit, how much of each should he make and
sell in order to obtain the maximum gross income out of his stock of wood
? Give a mathematical formulatiofl to this linear programming problem.

8

Maximum Marks : 80
Min. Passing Marks : 24
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(a) Discuss the meaning, significance aod scope of optimization techiques.

E

(b) \,'iitamin C and vitarllin E are found ir two different fruits FI and F2, One

unit of fruit F1 contains 3 units of vitamir C and 2 units of vitamir E.

Simjlarly, one unit of fruit F? contains 2 units of vitamin C and 2 units

vitamin E in it. A patient needs minimum of 30 units of vitamin C and 20

urits of vitamin E. Also one unit of fruit Fl costs Rs. 20 ard ore unit of

fruit F2 costs Rs. 25. The problem, that the hospital faces is to find such

units offruit F1 ar,d F2 which should be supplied to the patients at minimum

cost. Formulate the above as a linear programming problem.

UNIT - II

(a) Describe the revised simplex procedure for solving
problem.

a linear programming

(b) Solve the following LPP by converting it into its dual

Minimize Z =\+x2

Subject lo 3x,-2xr24

-xt+3x2>5

4\ + 2x2> 5

2xI+ x2>1

L
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(a) Solve the

Minimize

Subject to

following LPP using simplex method :

Z : \-3x2+2x3
3xr- xr+3x, a7

-2\+4x2<12

-41+3r2 +8r3 <10

xr, xr, xr 2Oand

J

(b) Consider the linear programlning problern :

lllaimize Z =3xt+5x2+4\

Subject to 2\+3x2=8

2x2+5\ <10

3\+2x2+4\<75 and

x, xr, xr2o
The optim[m solution to this problem is contained in the following simplex
table :

Basic

variables

cj' 354000
xl x2 x3 x4 xs x6CB XB

x2

I.

rl

5

4

'3

\ll /
/41

62,//4t
8e/
/41

o 1 o ,%, %, -r%,
oor-%r%r%,
1 o o -%, -r%, ,%,

, ='u%, Z i-C j) o o o o%,, ,%, ,%,

J

Find the ralge over which components 62 and

can be changed maintaining the feasibility of
,3 of the requirement vectors

the solution.

8
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(a) Find the

UNIT - III

optimum solution of the following transpo.tation problem

Dt D2 r\ D4 Capacity

or

o2

()^

19 30 50 lo

70 30 40 60

4087020

7

a

l8

Demand 5 8714

(b) Solve the following assignment problem :

Jobs

Jq Js

b-.

Machines

M!

M2

M^

M4

M5

l0

l3

12

9

8

45
lt 9

3 10

1 1l

67

3 11

t2 t0

19
48
3 l0
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(a) Find the optimum solution of the following transportation problem

Stor€s

Supply

Factories

A

B

C

D

50

70

30

50

J
Demand 25 35 105 20

E

(b) A departmed head has five subordirates and five jobs to be done. The
subordinates differ in efnciency and jobs difer in their iotrinsic difficulty.
Th€ estimate of the times each man would take to perform each job is given

in effectiveness matrix. How shoutd the tasks be allocated otl ofle to ooe

basis, so as to minimize the total man hours.

Subordinates

IUIVV

Jobs

A

B

C

D

E

13
24
56
3l
l5

36
15
46
z2
54

2

3

4

6

4 6 8 13

13 ll 10 8

t4 4 10 13

9 11 t3 8
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UNIT -. IV

(a) Solve by steepest d€scent method :

Minimize /(x)=2fi +xl+zxrxr+xr_r2 srarting from the poirt
_r, =(0 o)

(b) Solve , .t

wa,Illae fQ)=l+$
Subject to g, (x) = 1_r, +5 < 0

82 (x)= -r, +x, < o

By the exterior penalty method and find the solutions corresponding to r = 1,

oR8
(a) Solve :

Minimize /(x) =x, -x,

subject to s(x)=2fi +$_zx(2_1<o
Using the sequential linear programming method and taking the convergencelimit e= 0.02

(b) Compute the Ne*ton step conespording to 1=(0,I) in a search of
unconstrained nonlinear programming

Minimize /(x,.xr)=(x, +r)a+(x, +t)4 +x,x,

I
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UNIT - V

(a) State Bellman's principle of optimality, using it solve the foltowing dynamic

programmirB problem :

tvttr.rmize Z=xf+xi+xi

Subjed lo xt +,r2 +.r3 > 15 and

\, x2' \>o .

(b) Solve the following LPP by usiry dynamic programming method

Maxknize Z =3O0Oxt+ 2OOOxz

Subject to 5x1+2x2<l80

I

,.)

3\+3i2 <135

and 1,.r2>0.

OR

(a) state the 'Principle of optimality' in dlmamic programming, using it solve

the foltowing dynamic programming prbblem :

Malj]m ze Z =\x2x3

Subject to ]q+r2+t=10 and

E
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(b) Solve the following linear
programming approach :

Maimize Z =6xt+4xz

Subject to 2\+ x2 <39O

3rt +3r2 < 810

xr 3 2O0

ard .xl, x2 > 0

programming problem by using dynamic

[ 3e00 I
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